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Head Teacher’s Introduction
Welcome to Wallace High School’s Standards and Quality Report for session 2020/21.
We enter our fiftieth anniversary year in the midst of a national context that none of us could have predicted. The challenges of the
past year and a half have, undoubtedly, impacted on the richness of the many activities we enjoy that make up the totality of a
young person’s experience in Wallace High. We have also not been able to welcome parents in person to so many of the celebrating
success and feedback events that are living examples of the on-going evaluation of the school’s impact – in many ways the most
important evidential experiences.
Yet, amongst the challenges, we can be proud as we reflect on how we adapted and developed in different key areas at a pace we
could never have expected – online learning; mastering new technologies and ways of working; independent management of time
and tasks; outreach pastoral support and altruistic service that underlined the essence of a strong community. TK McIntyre, our first
Head Teacher, would have proudly recognised a school in the past session that met the aspiration he set out in August 1971 of a
place where every child’s individual talents and opportunities mattered. This document, indeed, as well as providing an evaluation
of our school’s performance in the past year, in spite of the limitations, seeks to celebrate the range of opportunities for our young
people and, crucially, their ability to make the most of these and succeed.
In constructing this report, we do intend to address, in totality, some important evaluative questions. Two key questions are:
1. How well do children in Wallace High learn and achieve?
2. How well do we support children to develop & learn?
Our key sections on overall attainment, the evaluation comments on our improvement priorities from the past session and our more
specific focus on PEF and the Scottish Attainment Challenge aim to convey summary information as to key work in 2020/21 and its
efficacy. SQA Insight data provides effective evaluative information on our performance in relation to national assessments (albeit
in a very distinct context) - the end product of learning and teaching throughout the session.
We are also interested in how well we improve the quality of our work and what we will focus on in the session ahead. This is
evaluated under key headings from last session’s Improvement Plan. A full summary of improvement priorities for 2021/22 is
published on our website and School App.
There is very good reason to be exceptionally proud of our youngsters across the school. As ever, reflection on the past year only
serves to positively challenge us in terms of what is to come in session 2021/22. Despite the current national challenges, our ongoing work aims to maximise opportunities, experiences and, consequently, achievement for all of our young people. Our school
community has shown adaptability, resilience and a genuine concern for others in the past sessions that serves to provide a
positive platform on which to build in the year ahead.
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SQA Attainment 2020/21 (Insight Data)
“The pages that follow utilise Insight data to give a rounded picture of school performance, broadening out the
data that was previously presented nationally. Against traditional measures, we had a good performance this
session, but it is important to note that sessions 19/20 and 20/21 are very much standalone years in terms of
results analysis due to the specific context of Covid-19. Our S4 Nationals figures convey 43% of pupils achieving 5
awards at National 5 level. Our figures for pupils achieving one, three and five Highers (28%), indeed, all remain
above historical comparator averages and convey sustained, improved performance across stages.”

Attainment vs. Deprivation (Wallace = orange; Virtual Comparator = grey)
S4 – 2020/21
•

The key message regarding Covid recovery for S4 is
very clear in this graph. Performance against VC
narrows gradually as we move up deciles and so the
‘gap’ is clear in how challenges with engagement
during lockdown disproportionately affected lower
deciles and this diminishes with each stage.

•

A key impact of online learning and some challenges
with engagement during lockdown was that many
more pupils than normal either dropped one subject
or completed at a lower level. A return to full course
completion is key in the session ahead.

S5 – 2020/21
•

Overall, this graph reflects a positive performance across
deciles – with the mean line being slightly below virtual
comparator in deciles 1 and 2 (Covid recovery work to
be targeted here) and then shifting above comparator
beyond this.

•

Again, across deciles what is clear is the range of
performance young people are capable of and the
positive impact of as wide a course capture as possible
to outcomes.

S6 – 2020/21
•

S6 performance is very strong across deciles this session,
with the mean line above VC throughout.

•

S6 must always be weighed against wider participation
and achievement – ensuring fuller accreditation of wider
S6 achievement and focus on course completion for
Highers and Advanced Highers has had a cumulative
positive impact from deciles 1 - 10. There must be
sustained focus on completion of the full range of
qualifications to sustain strong performance here.
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Improving Attainment for All – Average Total Tariff Score (Wallace = orange; Virtual Comparator = grey)

S4 – 2020/21
•

For S4, we see a reduction against VC this session, although it is
interesting to compare this to historical VC averages, as opposed to
individual elevated figures for one year. Looked at in this way, the
lowest 20% and middle 60% are very close to historical performance.
These figures include 3 Ochil House pupils.

•

We were concerned by a higher number of pupils dropping one
subject during lockdown and engagement from pupils during remote
learning, especially from our lower deciles. This is absolutely reflected
in performance and becomes clear when we look at both
complementary tariff scores (where best five is closer to VC) and
attainment vs. deprivation graphs.

•

Key focus on the back of this is to target course completion for as
many candidates as possible across all courses and use tracking and
monitoring to target lower decile pupils and maximise unit and course
completion through targeted support.

S5 – 2020/21
•

For 2021, our S5 performance against Virtual Comparator across levels
reflects a consistent performance. These figures include 5 Ochil House
pupils.

•

We will continue to focus on lowest 20% of performers by maximising
wider achievement and utilising the Wallace Hub and targeted
interventions to capture attainment for some of our disengaged
youngsters and early leavers in S5. School apprenticeship should
contunue to have positive impact here

•

Focus on maximising quintile 1 outcomes will prove key on the back of
challenges here during lockdown and online learning with less
engagement and course completion.

•

Course completion for all should be key here – especially in following
on from the challenges of last year’s S4 experience during lockdown.

S6 – 2020/21
•

Cumulative S6 performance is very strong this session after sustained
focus over recent sessions.

•

S6 has outperformed Virtual Comparator for cumulative exit
attainment for 80% of students. The figures above include 7 Ochil
House pupils for the past session.

•

We are marginally below with the lowest 20% of attainment but this
was impacted by an inability to complete some wider achievement
awards last year and some challenges with engagement during online
learning.

•

We are aware of the need to focus on maximising outcomes in S6 in
the session ahead to ensure there is recovery for some students who
may have fund challenges with online learning.
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Literacy and Numeracy at levels 4&5 (Wallace = dark aqua & green; Virtual Comp = light aqua & pink)

S4 – 2020/21
•

Our S4 baseline performance in Literacy and
Numeracy remains very strong at level 4 but has
dipped to just below for level 5, a consequence of
some pupils not achieving both levels for literacy and
numeracy due to gaps in online engagement and the
capacity to achieve following lockdown.

•

This does, however, remain strong against
conventional VC figures and will be targeted now that
we have a focus back in school this session.

S5 – 2020/21
•

This remains a very solid measure as 3-year average
performance remains good against Virtual Comparator
for all levels, with a slight dip at level 4 this year.

•

We must work hard to recover level 4 performance in
the session ahead by targeting core literacy and
numeracy outcomes for our young people who have not
achieved this by S5.

•

5 Ochil House pupils largely account for the level 4 figure
as this would be very hard for them to achieve.

S6 – 2020/21
•

Level 5 achievement by end of S6 remains very strong
against Virtual Comparator over 3-year average and with
the 2021 figure.

•

Level 4 figure is c.4% below for 2021. This suggests a
focus on level 4 recovery is required, although it should
be noted that this includes, for all year groups, Ochil
House learners who will struggle to achieve at this level.
There were 7 Ochil House S6 pupils last session which
largely accounts for the level 4 gap.
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Increasing Participation Figure - Pupils in Positive Leaver Destination or Remaining at School (Wallace =
orange; Virtual Comparator = grey) NB 2020/21 figures not published until February 2022

S4 – 2019/20 – latest figures
•

Our S4 participation figure is 99.03%, up from 98.31%
the previous year and above our Virtual Comparator
figure. This is our highest figure on record here.

S5 – 2019/20 – latest figures
•

Our S5 participation figure is 99.03% and our highest
figure on record. We will target sustaining this rise
against Virtual Comparator.

S6 – 2019/20 – latest figures
•

Our S6 participation figure is consistently close to Virtual
Comparator over the past 3 years and remains
effectively in line with VC (92.11% vs. 92.98).

•

Interestingly, S6 makes up the biggest cohort of a single
leaver group for most schools and the graph above
reflects a fall for school, VC, Stirling and National figures
in the midst of the pandemic.
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Improvement Priorities 2020/21
Improvement priorities for 2020/21 are noted below alongside
a concise evaluation of progress in each key area
The full WHS Improvement Plan for 2021/22 is published on our
website and in the ‘Information’ section of the School App

“Attendance has sustained a 3-year
average over 91%, with a figure of
92.22%, and exclusions remain firmly
below historical comparator
averages, with 9 individual episodes
in 2020/21, a figure that has more
than halved in recent years.”
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Scottish Attainment Challenge
& Pupil Equity Funding
Wallace High is included in the Scottish
Attainment Challenge and has been given
further funding for 2021/22 in order to support
the national drive to close the poverty-related
attainment gap in Scottish schools.
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“Our targeted work under the
Scottish Attainment Challenge and
utilising Pupil Equity Funding is
developing annually and is already
displaying progressively positive
results in terms of pupil wellbeing,
engagement and attendance and
attainment figures.”

Funding from the Scottish Attainment Challenge (SAC) and the Pupil Equity Fund allows targeted and universal support to tackle the poverty-related attainment gap
and focus on improvements to Literacy, Numeracy and Health and Wellbeing. For the Scottish Attainment Challenge, key targets have included support by our Family
Link Workers, improved focus on Positive Destinations and targeted outreach community support during lockdown to target improved wellbeing and attainment
outcomes. A detailed report on SAC outcomes for the past session can be found in our end-of-year report via the following link:
www.wallacehigh.org.uk/about-us/standards-quality-reports
Pupil Equity Fund
A summary of some key outcomes from our Pupil Equity Fund work last session can be found below:
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